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ABSTRACT: The main objectives of the present study is to examining semi- strong form  efficiency of Indian 

stocks market by  studying the effect of corporate information release on the price and trading volume of shares 

in the stock market.In an efficient market,when new piece of information is added to the market its impact will 

instantaneously reflected in the share price . So there is no scope for earning abnormal return based on new 

piece of information. Event study is used to measure the effect of an economics event on the value of firm. Here 

the semi strong form efficiency of the stock market is tested by analyzing the impact  of corporate event 

announcement like bonus issue and stock split on the value of the firm. From the study it is found that the 

abnormal return is statistically insignificant and Indian capital market is efficient in semi- strong form. 

KEY WORDS:Semi strong form, Average abnormal return (AAR) Cumulative  average abnormal return 

(CAAR). 
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I INTRODUCTION 

 An efficient capital market is one in which securities price fully impounded the return implication of 

that item. In an efficient market  securities price fully reflect all available information about the past.When a 

new piece of information is added to the market its impact will be instantaneously  incorporate in share price 

and so no one can earn abnormal return based on that information. There are number of factors like technical 

factors, fundamental factors can cause change in the return of securities.A study on these factors and its impact 

on share price have generate considerable interest among all stake holders in the market . The present study 

examine semi strong form market efficiency of Indian stock market by taking cooperate earning announcement  

as a yard stick. According to EMH when an earning announcement are publicly announced, the share price 

immediately reflect this information,therefore we use quarterly earning announcement as an event to test semi 

strong form efficiency of Indian stock market. Here the research analyze the impact of stock split and bonus 

issue on equity price by using event study analysis. 

 

II STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 Most share holders in the capital market are interested to know the impact of cooperate announcement  

like quarterly earnings announcement , bonus issues, right issue, stock split, merger, buy back of share and its 

impact  on security price and if there is any scope to earn abnormal return by using such surprise 

information.Researchers around the world have try to find out answer to this question . According to EMH,stock 

price is fully reflect all the available information in efficient way.Through the study researcher measure the 

variability of security price consequent upon the release of corporate information regarding bonus issue and 

stock split. Event methodology has been used to measure the reaction of stock price to these public 

announcement. 

 Bonus issue simply means the distribution of additional stocks made to existing share holders in 

proportion to their current investment.Bonus issue date is known to allwell in advance therefore it doesn’t 

contain no new information. So we can’t expect any major price reaction incorporated with bonus 

announcement. While  stock split company divides its existing shares into multiple shares to boost the liquidity 

of shares. Through stock split every share holder get additional stock without paying to the issuing  

company.The announcement about stock split does not contain any information to affect stock price in a way 

that lead to abnormal positive return, even if there is any information content associated with announcement of 

stock split it should be reflected in the form of abnormal return on the announcement day itself. 

 According to EMH stock split and bonus announcement should not show any abnormal return on or 

during either announcement date or execution date. But lot of studies in US and European stock market shows 
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that stock split and bonus announcement lead to abnormal positive return on and around announcement date .So 

the present study analyze whether abnormal return is associated with stock split and bonus issue. 

 

III LITERATURE REVIEW 

1) Remya Ramachandrean (2013) conducted a study to test semi strong form efficiency of Indian stock 

market. Event study analysis is used to measure impact of corporate announcement (such as stock split and 

bonus announcement) on firms stock price and trading volume. Companies which announce stocks split and 

bonus announcement from 1
st
 APRIL 2004 TO 2009 31

st
 march is taken for the study.It is concluded that 

information release of dividend, bonus issue and stock split does not influence the security return. So the 

investors cannot abnormal return based on the release of corporate information and Indian stock market is 

efficient in semi strong form. 

2) Koustuba Kanti Ray(2011) through his study examine the semi strong form market efficiency in Indian 

stock market by using event  study approach. The event considered in his paper are bonus issue and stock split 

that took place in the market from 1996 to 2008. The result suggest that the Indian stock market react to stock 

split announcement but not to bonus issue and the change liquidity is  significant for stock split at 1% 

significance level, where as with 5% level of significance both bonus issue and stock showschange in liquidity 

from pre to post event period. 

3) M Raja (2010) in his study empirically examined the information efficiency of capital market with 

regard to bonus issue announcement are leased by the IT companies. The result of the study showed that there is 

a positive reaction of security price to bonus  announcement in the Indian capital market for the IT sector in 

general are efficient, but not perfectly efficient to bonus issue. This information inefficiency can be used by the 

investors for making abnormal return at any point of announcement period. 

4) N.Kannan and malathi Srivasan (2007) suggest that there was no evidence to semi strong form of EMH 

.The magnitude and direction of abnormal return surrounding event various across stocks indicate that company 

specific and event specific factor might lead  to situation of negligible  abnormal return surrounding events  and 

validating EMH. The concept of normal return should be widened to factor premium for as many risks as 

identifiable perhaps this might lead to a situation of negligible abnormal return surrounding event and validity 

EMH. 

5) LukoseJijo Narayana (2002) examined the reaction of stock split announcement on share price around 

the date of announcement of stock splits and ex-split date. From the study it was found that on the date of 

announcement there was abnormal return of 5.25 percent and on day +1 ,2.42 percent .The result of the 

abnormal return around the ex split day shows that much of the abnormal returns take place on day 0(3.68%) 

and day +1 (2.04%). 

 

IV OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

 To study the security price reaction to corporate information release. 

 To empirically test the validity of efficient market hypothesis in semi strong form in Indian stock 

market. 

Hypothesis of the study 

H0: The abnormal return is not statistically significant ie market is efficient in semi strong form. 

H1: The abnormal return is statistically significant  ie capital market is not efficient in semi strong form 

Limitation of the study 

 Findings are applicable in the situation in  which prevail during the study period. 

 Only two events (such as stock split and bonus issue) was taken for the event analysis and also the 

event  study does not consider factors such as inflation, interest rate etc which would have the effect on the stock 

price. 

 

V METHODOLOGY 

Stock split and bonus issue are purely cosmetics events .How ever many studies over the world shows 

that stock market effects are widely associated with bonus issue and stock split. Through this study we measure 

the impact of stock split and bonus issue on share price. Event analysis technique is used to measure how  

quickly these events are reflected in assets price. Events window measure if there is any evidence ofabnormal 

return  behaviour in the stock market.The121 days surrounding the announcement of earning s(ie t=- 

60,…..0,….+60) is design as event period .-60,-59,-58…..-1 as the 60 days prior to the event,0 as the event day 

and +1,+2,+3……+60 as the 60 days after the event.The analysis for each event is conducted separately.one 

year period data is collected for the study .   

In the present study to examine the information flow in the equity price, we compute the expected 

return (ER) abnormal return(AR) and average abnormal return (AAR) and cumulative abnormal return 
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(CAAR)on the event day over 60days before and 60days after the events day. Further AAR is statistically tested 

by using   t  test.The market model of sharp is used to measure the return  on stock. 

 

Risk-Return and Sharp Model 

The return of each security is represented by the following equation: 

                           Ri = αi + βiRm +ei 

Here,  

          Ri = Excess return on security 

          αi= Intercept of straight line or Alpha coefficient 

          Rm = Expected return on market 

          ei= Random error or error term which mean of zero and S.D which is constant 

          βi= Beta of Shares 

The mean value of ei is zero and hence the equation becomes 

                          Ri = αi + βiRm 

The equation has the two coefficients or terms. The alpha value is the value of Ri in the equation when 

the value of Rm is zero, in other words it is part of return which is realized from the security even if the market 

return is zero. This is the non market (unsystematic) component of security’s return. The beta coefficient is the 

slope of the regression line and it measure  the sensitivity of the stock’s return to the movement in the market’s 

return. This is the systematic component of the security’s return. 

 

BETA VALUE 

Beta is the slope of the characteristic regression line. Beta describes the relationship between the stock’s 

return and the index returns. The systematic risk of a security is measured by a statistical measure called Beta.  

This can be positive or negative.  If Beta is one, one percent changes in the market index return causes exactly 

one percent changes in the stock return. It indicates that the stock moves in tandem with the market.  If the 

portfolio is efficient, the Beta measures the systematic risk effectively .   

𝛃 =
𝐍𝚺𝐗𝐘−𝚺𝐗𝚺𝐘

𝐍𝚺𝐱𝟐− (𝚺𝐱)𝟐
  

N = Number of items 

X = Market return (Independent Variable) 

 Y = Stock return (Dependent Variable) 

Y = 
Today ’s stock  price −Yesterday ’s stock  price

Yesterday ’s stock   price
× 100 

ALPHA VALUE 

The intercept of the characteristic regression line is Alpha . It indicates that the stock return is 

independent of the market return. A positive value of alpha is a healthy sign. Positive alpha values would yield 

profitable return. According to portfolio theory, in a well-diversified portfolio the average value of alpha of all 

stocks turns out to be zero. The alpha is calculated using the following equation. 

                 αi = Ri – (βi ×Rm) 

Where, 

Ri  = Average return of stock 

βi = Beta value of stock Rm = Return of the market 

 

T-TEST: 

 T- test is performed to test the significance of abnormal 

return. For applying t-test in context of small samples the t value is calculated first of all and then compared 

with the table value of t at certain level of significance for given degrees of freedom. If the calculated value of t 

exceeds the table value (say t0.05) we infer that the difference is significant at 5% level but if it is less than the 

concerning table value of the t, the difference is not treated as significant. 

The formula for t test: 

                                 x‾ - µ 

                        t = 

                                  S.E 

 x‾  =  Mean of the sample   

 µ  =  Mean of the universe 

 S.E      =   Standard Error, it is (Standard Deviation/√Total No.)  

The formula for calculating abnormal return is:- 

 AR=Rit –E (Rit) 

 Rit= Actual Return 
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AAR is the deviation of actual return of a security from the expected return.The computed AAR is accumulated 

over a long period to find out cumulative  average abnormal return (CAAR)Sample design  

Companies that announce stock split or bonus issue for the last 5 years were taken from a current constituents of 

S&PCNX 500.The reason for selecting the S&PCNX500 is that  it is the India first broad based bench mark of 

Indian capital Market . .While collecting data Some stocks are excluded due to following reason: 

1) Companies for which bonus issue coincide  with other events such as right issue, merger etc. 

2) Companies for which announcement date is not available with accurately. 

3) Companies for which trading data either  on price or volume is not available for entire or significant 

period of events window. 

 

 

 
 

After implementing such criteria 10 companies constituted as sample  for the study. 
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Table1: Showing The Average Abnormal Return And Cumulative Abnormal Return Of Sample 

Companies 

 

VI FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 

The present study analyse whether Indian stock market is efficient in semi strong form and empirically   

test the reaction  stock price to corporate earning information  ( such as stock splitand bonus issue) .Event 

analysis and t test are performed to measure the semi strong form  market efficiency of Indian stock market . An 

event study was conducted using a60 days event window. It was found that stock showing positive abnormal 

return on the 9 th day itself. on the announcement day there is negative cumulative abnormal return of  -

50.602259 is expressed .The AAR for  day t1(-2.21% ) ,t2(-2.21%)t3 (-1.142%) t4 (-0.033) t5 (-1.96),all these 

shows negative returns .In general the AAR and CAAR is  found to be in accordance the expectation of the 

general Market. 

 

 
Table Showing Result of  t Test 
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From the above table  shows that  the calculated value  of the t is less than the table value of the t  ,so 

H0 is accepted .From the study it is inferred that the information release of the stock split and bonus issue do not 

influence in the security return in any significant way and the market react  to stable manner on an average. So 

investors cannot earn abnormal return by using such cooperative information. Therefore the present study 

support null  hypothesis that Indian stock market efficient in  semi strong form . 

 

VII CONCLUSION 

The present study was under taken to test whether Indian stock market is efficient in semi strong form. 

The analysis reveals that the information  release of stock split and bonus issue  do not influence securing price 

in any  significant manner. The result of ARR and CAAR indicate that the investors would not able to earn 

abnormal return by analyzing the quarterly  learning announcement. The study concluded that the market correct 

the price downward after the initial period of trading around the eventdays.By accepting null hypothesis we 

conclude that Indian stock market is efficient in semi strong form 
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